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Summary
Background: The Website Developmental Model for the Healthcare Consumer (WDMHC) is an extensive and successfully evaluated framework that incorporates user-centered design principles. However, due to its extensiveness its application is limited. In the current study we apply a subset of the WDMHC framework in a case study concerning the development and evaluation of a website aimed at childhood cancer survivors (CCS).

Objective: To assess whether the implementation of a limited subset of the WDMHC-framework is sufficient to deliver a high-quality website with few usability problems, aimed at a specific patient population.

Methods: The website was developed using a six-step approach divided into three phases derived from the WDMHC: 1) information needs analysis, mock-up creation and focus group discussion; 2) website prototype development; and 3) heuristic evaluation (HE) and think aloud analysis (TA). The HE was performed by three double experts (knowledgeable both in usability engineering and childhood cancer survivorship), who assessed the site using the Nielsen heuristics. Eight end-users were invited to complete three scenarios covering all functionality of the website by TA.

Results: The HE and TA were performed concurrently on the website prototype. The HE resulted in 29 unique usability issues; the end-users performing the TA encountered eleven unique problems. Four issues specifically revealed by HE concerned cosmetic design flaws, whereas two problems revealed by TA were related to website content.

Conclusion: Based on the subset of the WDMHC framework we were able to deliver a website that closely matched the expectancy of the end-users and resulted in relatively few usability problems during end-user testing. With the successful application of this subset of the WDMHC, we provide developers with a clear and easily applicable framework for the development of healthcare websites with high usability aimed at specific medical populations.
1. Introduction

In the Netherlands, almost 40 per 100,000 children and adolescents develop cancer each year[1]. Great improvements in treatment for malignant disease in childhood have led to a major increase in survival rates, up to 85% [1]. With the rise in survival, a new and quickly growing population of long term survivors of childhood cancer emerged. In a recent study, Geenen et al. found that 75% of all survivors suffer from at least one adverse event at a median follow-up of seventeen years, emphasizing the need for adequate life-long follow-up care [2]. The DCOG (Dutch Childhood Oncology Group) LATER (Long term effects after childhood cancer) project aims to follow-up all Dutch 5-year survivors and screen them based on evidence-based guidelines to improve quality of care and to conduct clinical research [3–5]. Previous research showed that survivors of childhood malignancies are not well informed about their past disease and the potential late effects [6–8]. Due to the long intervals between and the limited time during follow-up visits, childhood cancer survivors may have a need for a more continuous source providing this information. As for instance Lewis showed, well informed patients tend to be more compliant to screening and therapy, facilitating earlier diagnosis and treatment of late toxicities of treatment[9]. Patient information websites allow patients to educate themselves using web-based, personalized information at the time and place of their preference [10, 11].

In 2007, Johnson and Turley presented the Website Developmental Model for the Healthcare Consumer (WDMHC), a framework for the user-centered, iterative design and development of healthcare websites [12]. This framework incorporates well-documented user-centered design principles aimed at assisting the development of websites for healthcare consumers in the broadest sense. Although the framework was successfully applied in practice during the redesign of a consumer health information website, it is too extensive for projects with a limited scope and with limited resources [13]. Specifically, for the current study we had a well-defined end-user population with a specific medical background and only limited resources available for website development and evaluation. We hypothesized that the deployment of a limited subset of the WDMHC principles would be sufficient for delivering a patient information website aimed at a small and well-defined population that meets the end-users' requirements and expectations by providing high-quality and trustable content and does so with a sufficient usability. To elucidate that not all elements of the WDMHC are relevant in each setting we, for example, mention the keystroke level model [14]. This usability method is applied in the WDMHC but focuses on efficiency of a given system, which was not relevant for this project due to its limited scope.

In most studies reporting on website development, different usability testing methods are employed in different phases of the software development process [15–18]. Often, usability inspection methods, like the heuristic evaluation, are used early in the development process, where system mock-ups and system prototypes are evaluated by usability experts, whereas end-user testing methods like the think aloud method are more often used later in the system's development process [15, 17]. A literature review by Jaspers showed that the think aloud method gains the best insights in the cognitive processes of end users, but at a high cost [19]. On the other hand the heuristic evaluation can also give good results at a much lower cost. However, it is known that the heuristic evaluation can find a broad range of cosmetic and minor problems which may disguise more severe problems [19].

In the present study we aimed to test the hypothesis that implementation of a subset of the WDMHC principles is sufficient for the development and evaluation of a patient information website aimed at a specific medical patient population, in our case long term childhood cancer survivors. Additionally we aimed to compare the surplus value of two widespread usability evaluation methods, the heuristic evaluation and the think aloud method, in the context of the deployed user-centered development approach.
2. Methods

The original WDMHC framework consists of more than 15 steps conducted in four phases:
1. user-, task- and environmental analysis;
2. functional- and representational analysis and their relation to visual and content representation criteria; comparative analysis to similar websites;
3. cognitive walkthrough, keystroke level model, heuristic evaluation and incorporation of metrics and guidelines and
4. content-based testing, expert-based testing and user-based testing.

The multifaceted approach we undertook for the development of our website consisted of six steps in 3 phases:
1. information needs analysis, mock-up creation and focus group;
2. website prototype development;
3. heuristic evaluation and think aloud analysis.

The whole process is outlined in ► Figure 1. The following sections will shortly describe the methods undertaken for each step.

2.1. Information needs analysis

Understanding the end-users’ information needs as well as the required functionalities are prerequisites for delivering a website that end-users intend to visit. Based on a qualitative literature study investigating the attitudes towards information supply and expectations of follow-up of cancer survivors and their parents a structured questionnaire comprising 24 questions was developed to elucidate website requirements [1, 6–8, 15]. The questionnaire was sent out to 160 survivors of childhood cancer or their parents. We asked our respondents to score a 5-point Likert-scale on 22 items involving different kinds of (health) information and functionalities which might be of interest for survivors of childhood cancer or their relatives. The information needs analysis resulted in a prioritized list of information requirements for the website.

2.2. Mock-up, focus group and prototype development

The visual representation or design of the website and its content should be optimized to allow for an optimal match between functionality and structure on the one hand and the goals of its end-users on the other hand. Based on the prioritized list of information needs, a simple mock-up website was created depicting its main functionality, content and navigational structures. Subsequently, we organized a stakeholder focus group with all stakeholders in the development process. The aims of this focus group were to assess whether the prioritized requirements list gathered from the survivors’ survey corresponded with end-users’ expectations and to collect opinions on the mock-up website from different stakeholder perspectives. To allow for a friendly and open discussion environment, we decided to limit the amount of participants. We invited two childhood cancer survivors and two parents of survivors, who previously had responded to the questionnaire and were willing to participate to the development of the website. We also invited a pediatrician, a pediatric oncologist and two human factors engineering and usability experts. The childhood cancer survivors and the two parents were all knowledgeable in using the internet and in searching for health information online. By combining different viewpoints in a focus group the various information needs could be combined with clinical expertise and possibilities in design and opinions could be openly discussed. A trained focus group facilitator chaired the session using a structured agenda in combination with a brainstorm approach. This supported that all participants were free to discuss their opinions and make suggestions to our initial mock-up. Minutes of the focus group in combination with the initial information needs assessment were used as input for the development of a working prototype of the website. The development of the prototype was outsourced to an external web design company, who incorporated established website usability guidelines during the development process [20].

2.3. Usability evaluation

To evaluate the prototype website on its usability we aimed to compare two well-known methods from the field of usability engineering: the heuristic evaluation and the think aloud analysis [19, 21]. Although both methods are usually deployed in different stages of the software development life cycle, we were interested in the (additional) value in terms of differences in output of both methods from the viewpoint of the complete user-centered development approach.

2.3.1. Heuristic evaluation

In a heuristic evaluation (HE), usability evaluators inspect a system according to a predefined set of rules of thumb: heuristics. The most widespread set of heuristics was developed in the early nineties by Nielsen and Molich and consists of ten heuristics [22]. Each evaluator first assesses the system under investigation in a global way, to get an idea of structure and navigation of the system and then makes a second iteration to assess user interface elements in detail. All possible usability issues are written down and the severity of each issue is rated on scale from 0 (cosmetic) to 4 (catastrophic) [23]. For our heuristic evaluation three evaluators independently inspected the prototype website according to Nielsen’s heuristics. All three were trained in usability evaluation and usability research and had domain expertise in the field of childhood cancer survivorship care.

2.3.2. Think aloud method

The think aloud method (TA) is a verbal report method that stems from the field of cognitive psychology. During a think aloud session, participants interact with a system according to predefined protocols/task scenarios while they verbalize their thoughts aloud. These verbalizations get recorded and in combination with the screen recordings of the users’ website navigation patterns and their task performances, a deep insight can be gained into the system’s usability and the related usability problems.

For this study we created four scenarios that covered all the functionality the website offered: using the late effects search structure, finding information about diagnoses and anti-cancer therapy, looking up outpatient clinic information, etcetera ([Author: please check – no appendix provided]). We selected a representative sample of eight potential end-users, as this number would be sufficient to reveal over 90% of real usability problems, as empirically shown by Nielsen [24]. We visited the participants in their home situation as this was the intended environment where the website would be used. We used a mobile ‘usability laboratory’ consisting of a laptop with Morae™ software (TechSmith Corp., Okemos, MI, USA) to capture the screen, mouse gestures and mouse clicks through screen recording and the participant’s face and voice through an integrated webcam. After all task scenarios were completed, users were automatically presented a 10-item System Usability Scale questionnaire to get a quick insight in the user’s perception of the prototype website usability [25].

All recorded data were analyzed with the Morae™ software. Firstly, all occurrences of usability problems were marked by reviewing the recordings. From the list of all occurrences a coding scheme was developed bottom-up by one author by grouping all the unique usability problem types into categories. A second evaluator (SK) individually reviewed all recordings, marked all usability problem occurrences and used the coding scheme to categorize them. Results of both reviewers were compared and discrepancies were resolved by discussion.

2.3.3. Assessment of the surplus value of both usability evaluation methods

From the literature it is clear that the HE and the TA both have their proper uses in the software developmental lifecycle [16, 26–31]. However, the costs associated with the TA are much higher than those of the HE. We aimed to compare the surplus value of each method in the perspective of our multi-faceted and user-centered approach. To assess possible differences in the detected problems by both methods, we qualitatively mapped the problems found with both methods on basis of the raw usability problem descriptions to each other.
3. Results

3.1. Information needs assessment

One-hundred forty-five survivors or parents of survivors returned the questionnaire on information requirements (90.6%). Of these 145 only 15 respondents (10.3%) used the internet to look for information about late effects of childhood cancer, and only four (27%) of them managed to find the information they were looking for. In contrast, only 4% of all respondents stated they would not visit a late effects information website when available. Table 1 presents all survivors’ information need items with a mean rating of ‘important’ or higher. The complete results of the questionnaire have been presented elsewhere [32]. Total performance time of the information needs analysis, including development, validation testing and results analysis was about four months.

3.2. Mock-up, focus group and prototype development

Based on the items concerning survivors’ information needs that are listed in Table 1, we envisioned a website structure divided in six sections: Home, News, LATER Information, Outpatient Clinics, Links and Contact. As the need for tailored information supply among survivors is high whilst their prior knowledge of disease, treatment and risks of late effects is low, we devised a search structure where survivors could search information in a linked network of diagnoses, their associated treatments and the potential late effects caused by these treatments. This search structure was envisioned through three columns (diagnosis, treatment, late effects) with clickable data labels, where the selection of an item in one of the three columns would automatically filter the related items in the other two columns. A mock-up showing the envisioned website structure and the search structure was subsequently developed.

During the focus group the results of the information needs assessment were discussed and the mock-up of the website was presented. The proposed division into six sections was used as an interview guideline and each section was discussed separately. The survivors’ response on the mock-up was very positive, even though the design was still very basic. Input from the survivors was useful in prioritizing the requirements. There were three main comments regarding the mock up website: firstly, there was a need for additional information on diagnoses and treatments apart from information on late effects; secondly, functionality to seek contact with a health care provider was not necessary, as the goal of the website was to inform survivors, not to facilitate contact between survivors and physicians. Also, the proposed functionality of a discussion board was discarded as there was an existing and well-visited discussion board on the website of the Dutch Childhood Cancer Parent Organization (DCCPO). Survivors also expressed the opinion that discussion boards should be separated from websites visited by health care professionals, to keep a sense of privacy. The third comment was that the communication of all information should be in a conservative manner, to focus on reassurance instead of giving rise to anxiety.

Based on the original requirements and the feedback from the focus group, an external web design company developed the first working prototype of the website, incorporating the suggested search structure for finding targeted information on late effects. All content for the website was generated and peer-reviewed by members of the Information Service of the DCOG LATER project in cooperation with the Dutch Childhood Cancer Parent Organization (DCCPO). Screenshots of the prototype can be found in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

3.3. Usability evaluation

3.3.1. Heuristic evaluation

Three double experts (usability experts with domain knowledge on childhood cancer survivorship) listed a total of 40 occurrences of usability issues according to the 10 heuristics described by Nielsen [23]. After removing duplicates, 29 issues represented unique problem types (average pairwise inter-rater agreement was 33.3%, which depicts the average agreements of all possible pairs among evaluators). The usability problems with a severity rating higher than 2 and those problems found by more than 1 evaluator are listed in Table 2. The problems rated as most severe were the fact that...
hyperlinks to external websites were not depicted as such and that using the back-button while browsing the search structure for finding targeted information on late effects and its underlying information pages did not function correctly. These issues could severely hamper the end user's website interaction experience. Other usability issues were related to design consistency over different pages (different colors for hyperlinks on different pages, the search box was placed on different positions), deviations from standard web design guidelines (the website's logo should be clickable to return the homepage) and the website's content (the explanation of the search structure's mechanism was regarded as too complicated for the target audience).

### 3.3.2. Think aloud method

The think aloud population consisted of five survivors and three parents of childhood cancer survivors. The age of the participants of childhood cancer survivors ranged between 20 and 25 years and indicated time since initial cancer diagnosis was 16 years. Parents of childhood cancer survivors ranged between 50 and 55 yrs. All participants had broadband connections available at home and used the internet for at least two hours a week. Education attainments of the participants were on a (university of) professional education level. Testing sessions lasted for approximately 30 minutes per participant. Participants expressed little difficulty with thinking out loud, although some of the testers had to be reminded to keep talking on multiple occasions during the session. The participants were considered representative for the end-user population of the website; their characteristics were overall comparable to the population characteristics of the questionnaire results that was sent out to childhood cancer survivors and parents.

In total the eight testers encountered 67 usability issue occurrences which could be classified into 11 unique problems (Table 3) and four categories. System response concerned usability problems related to how the prototype website responded to actions taken by the participants. Problems that arose during navigation through the website were categorized as navigational problems and the category 'representation of content' comprised all usability problems relating to participants not understanding the presentation of certain website content. The fourth category comprised all usability problems concerning 'mismatches between system and user's expectations'.

The majority of the issues were encountered in the late effects information search structure. The most frequently occurring problem, encountered 12 times by 6/8 users, was that users clicked on the search structure's list entries, assuming that that would take them directly to information of interest, while clicking on these entries only updated the selection of relevant links displayed below the search structure itself (Z4). Another major problem was that the selected entries in the diagnosis/treatment/late effects list boxes were not persistent when using the browser's back button: depending on the used internet browser the search structure would either forget the previous user selection (Z3) or, if it did show, the results of that selection were not updated correspondingly (Z5). Also, the search bar that was incorporated to search on the overall website did not behave as the test users expected from an online search engine. Legitimate search queries, for instance for 'leukemia', did not retrieve relevant information, as the leukemia information on the site was actually a link to an external page on the site of the DCOG.

After the TA session all testers were asked to fill in the 10 question SUS questionnaire. An average SUS score of 79.7 (min: 47.5 max: 97.5) was the result, indicating subjective assessment of the prototype website's usability was high on average. The low SUS score (47.5) can be traced back to the specific session where treatment(s) and diagnosis information was not accessible since the DCOG site was offline during testing.

### 3.3.3. Assessment of the surplus value of both usability evaluation methods

Table 4 lists a comparison of problems found in both the TA and the HE. All the major usability issues discovered in the heuristic evaluation were likewise revealed by the think aloud user test sessions and vice versa. The four additional issues revealed by heuristic evaluation concerned cosmetic design flaws, whereas the two additional problems revealed by think aloud were related to website content.

The time spent on both analyses differed a lot. The heuristic evaluation took each evaluator approximately one hour, after which it took another hour to aggregate the results, resulting in a total of four hours spent on the HE. The think aloud analysis cost around 30 minutes to perform, but took a
lot more time to analyze: two evaluators both went through all the participant’s audio-visual recordings to transcribe the usability problems the participants uncovered. This took at least another 30 minutes per participant per evaluator, even though we used a sophisticated software suite specialized at this kind of tasks. We estimate the total time spent on the think aloud analysis at least 30 hours (excluding travel time to/from the participants).

4. Discussion

In this study we successfully implemented a practical multi-faceted, user-centered and iterative development approach for the development of a patient information website aimed at childhood cancer survivors and their relatives. Due to the involvement of end-users from the start of the project on and continuing in every phase of the development, we were able to deliver a prototype website that closely matched the expectancy of the end-users and resulted in relatively few usability problems during end-user testing.

User-centered design is one of the critical factors for the success of a website development project. The chance that the implemented solutions fulfill the needs of the end-users increases when end-users are involved throughout the development process. This will subsequently lead to user adoption and user goal realization [33]. The most comprehensive framework for website development that incorporates user-centered design is the Website Developmental Model for the Healthcare Consumer (WDMHC) [12]. This framework consists of more than fifteen methodological steps aimed to assist the development of websites for healthcare consumers in the broadest sense. Although these steps were shown to be successfully applicable in a case study on the redesign of consumer health information website [13], the model is too extensive for projects with a limited scope and with limited resources. By testing whether the implementation of the limited subset of the WDMHC resulted in a website with good usability, we provide developers with a small, clear and easily applicable framework for healthcare websites aimed at specific medical populations.

In the current study we showed that the deployment of a minimalist subset of the methods described in the WDMHC can also be sufficient to build a website revealing relatively few problems during end-user testing. For our subset of the WDMHC we decided a priori that we had to include at least one method for the requirements phase, the development phase and for the evaluation phase. We then selected those methods that we reckoned to give the highest additional value with the lowest associated costs. The only exception was the think aloud analysis, which is known to have high costs, as we wanted to include at least one end user evaluation method to test whether end-users could read, understand the website and would trust the website content. Of course the methods we used in our subset can be interchanged with similar methodologies. For example, Kinzie et al. earlier developed a website development framework that can be mapped to the WDMHC as well [33]. They also started with a needs assessment including interviews, surveys and focus groups, followed by solution identification and task analysis, and finally iterative cycles of website design (guided by website design guidelines), development, and evaluation using cognitive walkthroughs and think aloud end-user testing. We recommend that the choice of the methodologies used for the specific phases of the development process should be adapted to the characteristics and needs of an individual project.

Childhood cancer survivors are at risk for developing late adverse effects of their treatment [2]. However, they and their close relatives have little knowledge about these late effects, as well as about their initial diagnosis and the treatment they received [8, 34]. These knowledge deficits may hamper survivors' abilities to engage in a healthy lifestyle, to participate in screening programs and to adequately be able to engage in self-management and self-care. Also, the uncertainty on what type of late effects is relevant for childhood cancer survivors might induce higher stress levels of parents and relatives. The results of the information needs assessment proved that survivors did indeed have unmet information needs regarding late effects of childhood cancer [32]. Respondents rated an extensive list of possible information items and website functionalities, resulting in a detailed prioritization of requirements for the website.

Focus groups, if used at all in the development process of health information websites, are often employed near the end of the process, after usability testing or during a redesign iteration [16, 35].
We reckoned that a live meeting with all the stakeholders early in the development process would result in a more detailed specification of requirements, resulting in a closer match between website content, functionality and structure and end-users expectations and needs. The focus group proved worthwhile at this stage of the development: we gained additional insights regarding the requirements of the potential end-users. The participating survivors knew what information and functionality was already available online and which resources were still missing, enabling us to focus on the information and functionality with the highest priority in designing the website. Additionally, based upon the mockup, survivors were able to pinpoint possible (usability) problems with both the navigational structure of the site and search structure for late effects information before we even started building a prototype. The information gathered during these two initial phases was valuable for the development of the first version of the website.

Several studies have been performed comparing the performance of heuristic evaluation and think aloud analysis applied either concurrently or at different time points in the software development life [26–28]. In comparison to the think aloud analysis, heuristic evaluation is known to find a higher number of usability issues, with both low- and high severity, at much lower costs. Our results are in line with these common findings: the heuristic evaluation revealed many more, especially low-severity or cosmetic problems in comparison to the think aloud analysis at much lower cost. However, several studies state that end-user usability testing is imperative to uncover the remaining problems not found in heuristic evaluation [13, 16, 29–31]. This was not the case in our study. All but two issues encountered by end-users during testing were also covered by the heuristic evaluation. The two items solely found by participants of the TA were “Users think information about specific late effects is under general ‘Information’ header instead of under ‘Late Effects’ header” and “Use of unknown (medical) abbreviations”. The domain knowledge and the involvement in the development process of the three double experts who performed the HE may explain that these two issues were overlooked in the heuristic evaluation. It should be noted that these two issues were the only ones found that related to readability, credibility, accuracy and understandability of the website’s content. As they could be easily redesigned in the system they were classified as minor usability problems. However, for task performance they could be viewed upon as major issues negatively influencing the user experience. We think that the deployed methodology, in combination with the editing and peer-reviewing of the content by a team of medical professionals and members of the DCCPO, resulted in a website that end-user can read, understand and trust. Formal evaluation using validated measurements may be performed in future studies to confirm this.

The good results of the heuristic evaluation in comparison to the think aloud evaluation may have had several reasons. The user-centered approach, from the initiation of the project and onwards, may have led to a close match between the design and the end-users’ strategies in approaching the website, resulting in less (severe) usability problems during testing. The inclusion of three evaluators knowledgeable both in usability evaluation studies and childhood cancer survivorship may also have contributed to the relatively better performance of the HE. Nielsen and Landauer found that, in a series of six heuristic evaluations of different user interfaces, the use of 5 evaluators resulted in a detection coverage of 75% of the usability problems [36]. Detection rates improve strongly though with the expertise of the evaluators: one skilled usability expert with additional medical knowledge regarding the application’s content domain may account for up to 60% of all usability issues [36–38]. In situations that skilled usability evaluators are not familiar with the website’s medical domain, a work-domain expert could assist the evaluator in tackling domain specific problems. These work domain experts in these so-called ‘participatory heuristic evaluations’ may help usability evaluators in considering how the system contributes in reaching certain goals in that particular area of skills [19].

A possible limitation of this study was the scope of the website under study. Use of the website was uncomplicated as the system mainly consisted of static information content with some dynamic behavior implemented through JavaScript. Of course appropriate usability testing is also essential for smaller websites, but future studies should investigate the reliability of our methodology when implemented for the development of more advanced healthcare websites.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we implemented a practical, user-centered and iterative development methodology for the development of a patient information website for childhood cancer survivors. If time and resources are limited, heuristic evaluation with double experts may be sufficient to discover all usability problems on a patient information website. In our case all encountered usability problems have been translated into recommendations for redesign and were given as feedback to the website developers. The redesigned website was launched and in the final evaluation respondents were satisfied with its usability and contents [39]. As patient information websites should be designed to match end users' expectations, our approach can serve as a low-cost and practical framework for their development and evaluation. In the future, we aim to extend the current website to a patient portal where survivors can login to exchange medical record data with healthcare professionals and where they can receive truly tailored health information based on their electronic medical record.
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Fig. 1  Applied development process following a subset of the WDMHC-framework

Fig. 2  Screenshot of the opening page of the prototype website for childhood cancer survivors

Fig. 3  Screenshot of the website search tool for childhood cancer effects and relevant information
Table 1  Information- and functional requirements based on the information needs analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements for the website</th>
<th>Mean rating</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address of the specialized late effects outpatient clinic</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone number of the outpatient clinic</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about late effects tailored to your personal situation</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about all possible late effects</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about recognizing symptoms of possible late effects</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on possible therapies for the late effects tailored to your specific situation</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information on possible therapies for all possible late effects</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about self-care to minimize the impact of possible late effect</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-date news about late effects of childhood cancer</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about the rights you have as a patient</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking health-related/medical questions through email and receiving an answer via email or telephone</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A search engine to search the site</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating were scored on a 5 point Likert scale (1: very unimportant to 5: very important). Abbreviations: SD: standard deviation.

Table 2  Results of the heuristic evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of usability problem</th>
<th>Mean severity rating</th>
<th>Evaluators (found / total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External links are not clearly depicted as such</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search structure ‘back’ doesn’t function correctly; results and selections in tables change after ‘back’</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic change of results when using search structure is not visible because the user needs to scroll down to see those changes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deeplink of diagnosis results on external site do not lead to relevant information directly</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search bar only matches full strings</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘all diagnosis/all…’ selectable items in the search structure all seem to be active and selected, but only ‘all diagnosis’ is really active and selected.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ‘back’ at search structure explanation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colored blocks on homepage not clearly clickable</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent use of hyperlink colors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent search box placement</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submenu is not clearly visible</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hyperlink lines in results of treatment, diagnosis which link to the same site</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logo’s on homepage not clickable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Results of the think aloud evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Coding category</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Usability problem</th>
<th>Total occurrences</th>
<th>Number of testers encountering problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Menu or submenu</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Users think information about late effects is found under ‘information’</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Outpatient clinic abbreviations are not known to users</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Users cannot find/do not notice submenu</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search structure</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>User cannot return to previous page</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Z2</td>
<td>User cannot proceed to full information (read more)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>Selection is gone after browser ‘back’, has to be performed again</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Z4</td>
<td>User wants to display results by clicking</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Z5</td>
<td>Users see a selection displayed, but this is not actual active selection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Z6</td>
<td>Users cannot distinguish which hyperlink line leads to correct information</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Z7</td>
<td>Users do not perceive links to external websites as such</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search bar</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Users do not get results with legitimate search query</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inter-rater agreement for categorization was 72%, after which all discrepancies were resolved by discussion.

Coding category abbreviations: C: representation of content; N: navigational options; S: system response; M: mismatch between system and user’s expectations.
Table 4  Comparison of the results of the think aloud analysis and the heuristic evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Think aloud usability problem descriptions</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Associated findings of the heuristic evaluation</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users think information about late effects is under general ‘Information’ header</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of unknown (medical) abbreviations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users cannot find/do not notice submenu</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Submenu is not clearly visible</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User cannot return to previous page</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No ‘Back’ at search structure explanation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User cannot proceed to full information (read more link) User wants to display results by clicking</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>Automatic change of results not clear when using search structure</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection is gone after browser ‘back’, reselection needed</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Search structure ‘Back’ doesn’t function correctly</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users see a selection displayed, which is not the actual active selection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>‘all diagnosis/all…’ selectable items in the search structure seem to be all active, but only ‘all diagnosis’ is really active and selected</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users cannot distinguish which hyperlink line leads to correct information</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 hyperlink lines linking to the same site</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users do not perceive external links as such (and get lost)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>External links are not depicted as such Deep link of diagnosis results on external site do not lead to relevant information directly</td>
<td>3.5 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users do not get results with legitimate search query</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Search bar only matches full strings</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: the amount of occurrences of the usability problem found by think aloud analysis. S: Severity score of the usability problem found by heuristic evaluation
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Appendix 1: Think aloud tasks

Practice task:
Use your web browser to search the internet for information regarding late effects of childhood cancer.

1) Information on late effects
a) You are a (parent of a) survivor of childhood cancer who had leukemia and you want to search information regarding late effects that are relevant to your disease. Try to find that information on the website.
b) After you searched for the late effects information you would like to find some information on your initial diagnosis. Search for this information on the website.
c) Finally, you want to know some details about two therapies you received: a stem cell transplantation and chemotherapy. Try to find this piece of information too.
d) Please repeat step a to c but take your own situation as a starting point.

2) Outpatient clinics
Five years ago, your oncologist told you you were fully cured. Now you read somewhere about the existence of late effects outpatient clinics and you want to know more information: you wonder how the clinic works and who you need to contact for an appointment.

3) Information on the LATER project
From your attending doctor you hear about the DCOG LATER project. You would like to find out more information about this project. Search the LATER website for detailed information about the project.

4) More information online
By now you found a lot of information on late effects on the website already and it grabbed your attention. Now you wonder if there are other sources of information online. Search the website for additional sources of information.